A study is made of the normalized functionals 2 / 1 /T M  M and 2 / 3 /T A  A associated with one-dimensional first passage Brownian motion with positive initial condition, where M is the maximum value attained and A is the area swept out up to the random time T at which the process first reaches zero. Both M and A involve two strongly correlated random variables associated with a given Brownian path. Through their study, fresh insights are provided into the fundamental nature of such first passage processes and the underlying correlations. The probability density and the moments of M and A are calculated exactly and the theoretical results are shown to be in good agreement with those derived from simulations. Intriguingly, there is a precise equivalence in law between the variable A and the maximal 2 relative height of the fluctuating interface in the one-dimensional Edwards-Wilkinson model with free boundary conditions. This observation leads to some interesting and still partially unresolved questions.
Introduction
First-passage processes related to Brownian motion are commonly encountered in the physical, life and social sciences and their characterization is therefore of practical interest [1, 2] . If one considers a one-dimensional Brownian motion,
where 0 0  y is the initial condition and ) (t W is the Wiener process with 0 ) 0 (  W , then we define the first passage process to be the evolution of (1) up to the random
at which the path ) (t y first reaches zero. Hereafter the and the process is recurrent, i.e. the first passage time is finite with probability one.
The moments k T , on the other hand, diverge for all positive integer k because the likelihood of finding paths of long duration only decays slowly as   T .
Two important random variables associated with (technically we say they are functionals of) the first passage process are the maximum ) ( max Brownian functionals per se [5] . An early classic problem was to find the distribution of the maximum value of Brownian motion up to some fixed time [6] . Subsequent studies have addressed the same question in relation to constrained variants of Brownian motion, such as excursions and meanders [7, 8] , together with consideration of the actual time to reach the maximum [9] , and this has been further extended to more complex Brownian functionals which relate in some way to the maximum value attained. For a recent account see [10] ; areas of related application include the study of kinetically growing Gaussian interfaces and extreme and near extreme events in time series analysis [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , as well as search optimisation problems [17, 18] .
Regarding the area variable, early work also focussed on variants of Brownian motion up to some fixed time [19] [20] [21] [22] ; these studies are comprehensively reviewed in [23] .
The first passage area variable arises naturally in the study of burst processes in solar physics, animal movement patterns, DNA breathing dynamics and models of evolution [24] [25] [26] [27] . There is also a direct link with various types of queueing phenomena such as traffic jams [28, 29] .
The general scaling properties of the Wiener process suggest that
. It is therefore natural in the context of characterizing the first passage process to consider the scaled or normalized random variables . ) ( 1 ;
The variables M and A both involve two correlated random variables associated with a given path, making their analysis somewhat tricky. Some aspects of the underlying mathematical structure have been explored before in the context of studying the normalized functional, 
is the first passage or hitting time for the Wiener process to reach a fixed boundary 0  a [30] . In that work it was shown that the expectation of this random variable is independent of the boundary position a , but is strictly
and precisely zero when M alone.
To verify the analysis, the theoretical results are compared with results derived from numerical simulations, consisting of many independent sample paths with 1 0  y and, in each case, the pair of correlated values } ,
being recorded. The simulations are easy to implement as discussed in [34] . As an early illustration, in (6) and based on the simulated data with 1 0  y one finds that 80
To make progress in the study of the variables M and A one needs information about the respective joint probability densities ) , ( T  M  P and ) , ( T A P . In the former case an explicit expression for the joint probability density ) , ( T  M  P is known [34] ,
From (7) one can, in principle, derive the marginal densities by integrating over the redundant variable, e.g.
, although as will become clear later algebraic manipulations in relation to (7) are not always trivial to execute. An equivalent expression for the probability density ) , ( T  A  P is not known, although its double Laplace transform has been well characterised, see e.g. [34, 35] and references therein. This is sufficient to enable the key results to be established, although the mathematical steps involved are somewhat more involved as a consequence.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we consider the derivation of the probability density and moments of the variable M , making detailed comparison 8 with the results of simulations. In Section 3, we repeat the exercise in the context of the variable A , wherein the connection with the maximal relative height of the fluctuating interface in the Edwards-Wilkinson model is made clear. In Section 4, this connection is explored from a different perspective based on the transformation properties and implied equivalences of distinct sets of Brownian paths; this leads to some interesting and still unresolved questions. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions are drawn and avenues for future research identified.
The probability density and moments of the normalized maximum
Although not new, it is useful in what follows to sketch the derivation of the joint probability density
given by (7) . Further details may be found in [34] . The key observation is that the Laplace transform of the time specific probability distribution ) ,
satisfies a backward Fokker-Plank equation when considered as a function of the initial condition;
. 0 ) , , ( 
The inversion is straightforward using the method of residues and leads to (7) . By considering the limit 0  p it follows from (8) and (10) 
Given the form of (7) this result requires care to manipulate (i.e. to control the sequence of operations involving summation, differentiation and integration). The first step is to carry out the differentiation in (7) explicitly, then substitute 13) or in a more compact form, (which is evident also in Figure 1 ) and this 11 highlights the degree of correlation between M and 2 / 1 T . From (14) one can also show that the density is correctly normalized, 1 lim ) ( Si 2 lim ) ( Turning now to the moments, attempts at calculations based on (13) or (14) are plagued with mathematical challenges. Even going back to (7) one must still carry out the summation explicitly at some juncture which in general is hard to do. As an illustration, for the first moment one can write down based on (7),
where the integration over T has been carried out followed by the substitution
. It is important to note, however, that the summation in (17) is now no longer formally convergent. It therefore needs to be regularised (assigned a value) through a technique such as Abel or Cesàro summation which gives,
After another change of variables (17) then reduces to an expression which is easy to evaluate numerically,
which compares well with the result derived from simulations 49
. It will be shown shortly using a different approach that (19) , despite questions over the use of (18), generates the correct answer. However, the extension of the line of reasoning that led to (17) to higher order moments is more difficult; for example, at second order the integration over T diverges at every term.
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A more robust approach to calculating the moments, and one which works to all orders, is to recognise from (8) and (10) that,
By exploiting the identity ) (
one then has;
.
This means that,
which, using (20) , simplifies to
Expanding the inner integrand as a power series in u , integrating term by term and then using the result [36],
where ) (z  is the Riemann zeta function, one finally obtains,
This is our second main result. It holds true for all 0  k , not just integer k , and in the limit 0  k has the correct behaviour 1  k M (this may be shown using the
in perfect agreement with (19) and, incidentally, demonstrating an interesting identity.
Based on simulations one has 42 .
so again the agreement is good. Higher order (as well as non-integer) moments similarly agree. Regarding the asymptotic behaviour as   k , one can show using the second integral representation in (23),
From the behaviour of the moments as   k one can deduce the asymptotic behaviour of the probability density
, i.e. that given in (16) .
Although not central to our discussion here, by adapting the approach discussed above a calculation can also made of the more general expectation (25) . Further details of the calculation are presented in Appendix A alongside comparison with simulations; Appendix A also highlights an interesting zeta-function identity which follows directly from (29) .
One can also use (29) in other ways to explore the relationship between M and T .
For example, the standard linear correlation coefficient between the variables M and 2 / 1 T is undefined (each variable has infinite variance). However, using (29) in conjunction with (2) and (3) one can show that the linear correlation coefficient between, say, the reciprocal variables
which compares well with the result 89 .
The probability density and moments of the normalized area
As in the previous section, it is helpful to begin the analysis by summarising what is known about the joint probability density ) , ( T  A  P , who's double Laplace transform may be written as;
As discussed in [34, 35] , one may show that ) , , ( .
The boundary conditions are
, and the solution is given by [35] , 
This result is of limited use as it stands; however, progress can be made by
where, in the final step, the notation T  implies expectation taken at a fixed value of the first passage time T , i.e.,
To evaluate the quantity . This procedure was carried through in [35] and we summarise here the key steps in the derivation for ease of reference. From (31) and (36) 
The inversion of (33) with respect to the Laplace variable p is straightforward to accomplish by the method of residues and leads, after using (2), to; 
where ) ( n C  is given by,
The non-trivial last step in (41) is established in Appendix B.
To invert (40) 
is the confluent hypergeometric function [37] . It follows after elementary operations that we have our third main result,
. As mentioned in the Introduction, this is precisely the result obtained in [33] for the probability density of maximal relative height of the fluctuating interface in the one-dimensional Edwards-Wilkinson model with free boundary conditions (we have used the notation of [33] to make this clear). We return to this equivalence in the next section. As an alternative representation of ) (x f A , and one which highlights the underpinning role played by the Airy function, the function
can also be written as [38] ,
It then follows that an equivalent way to write (44) is,
where the function ) (z F is given by,
In Figure 3 we show the probability density ) (x f A as determined from (46) x e
The 0  x behaviour is obtained directly from the 1  n term of (46); the   x behaviour is given by the analysis presented in [33] and refined in [23, 39] . 22 We will shortly outline a general method for calculating all the integer moments.
Before that, and rather instructively, the first moment can be calculated as follows,
where T A represents the average of A taken at a fixed value of T . As shown in [35] , an expression for T A is already known whereupon we can simply write down (given that the value of T is fixed),
In Figure 4 we show the variation of A with T derived from simulations (again carried out with 1 0  y ) and compare the numerical averages so obtained with the theoretical result (50), with good agreement. From (49) and (50) . We note from (50) that for large first passage times (i.e. ; the fact that the unconditional expectation A exceeds this is due to the contribution of paths for which the first passage time is "small", as is evident from Figure 4 .
By comparing (51) with (6) we see that
. If one integrates both sides of (1) with respect to time over the first passage time, then divides through by 2 / 3 T and averages, it must therefore be the case that 0 ) (
is the first passage or hitting time for the Wiener process to reach any given negative boundary 0 0   y . The inversion property of the Wiener process implies that this expectation must be also be zero for any given positive boundary as well. A natural assumption would be that the zero value can be inferred from the transformation properties of the Wiener process alone, but this is not the case and the result is non-trivial. In fact, it is a special case of the general theorem proved in [30] and discussed in the Introduction where the expectation of the normalized functional (5) is only zero for the case 1  m . The analysis here establishes this particular case in a way which is independent of that presented in [30] .
To calculate the higher order moments we utilize an approach based on the fact that the correlator 
The first few of these coefficients are listed in Table 1 
These are identical to the results presented in [33] where they were obtained in a totally different context (that of characterizing interface fluctuations in the Edwards-Wilkinson model) and using very different techniques; see also [23, 39] . behaviour of (48) that
, as given in [23, 39] .
Fluctuating interfaces, path transformations and open questions
We turn now to discussing the unexpected equivalence in law in this model satisfies the following stochastic differential equation in appropriately scaled units;
defined over a one-dimensional substrate of unit length with free boundary conditions.
Here, ) , ( t x  is a Gaussian white noise forcing term with zero mean. Various definitions of relative interface height are possible, see e.g. [42] ; in this instance the
is the spatially averaged height at time t for a given realization. The maximal relative height of the interface at time t is then given by ) , ( max
. For long enough times the relative interface profile ) , ( t  x  h becomes stationary in a statistical sense and, as shown in [33] , its spatial dependence may be represented in terms of a so-called Brownian double meander on the unit interval (for later comparative purposes we use the variable  instead of
is equivalent to m h ; see Figure 5a . The area
, which follows directly from the definition of ) , ( t  x  h , plays a key role in establishing this equivalence. Using path integrals and other techniques, the analysis in [33] and subsequently [23] shows that the probability density of dm B and hence m h is given by (44) . Thus the results in the present paper actually prove in a roundabout way that ; this is the same as the density of the end-point ) 1 ( y . If such a pairing could be demonstrated then it might also provide insights into the statistics of different interface models or even the extension to the case where there is a drift term present [46, 47] . More fundamentally, it seems clear that the process ) (  y is worthy of further study in its own right, and one should anticipate the sort of mathematical subtleties as are found in other random Brownian scaling problems [43, 44] . We note that in the present work, not only have we characterized the area
, we have also characterized the maximum
, since this too is the same as the corresponding normalized functional
attributed to the original path ) (t y .
Conclusions
In this paper we have considered, in relation to the first passage process ) (t y defined by (1), the normalized variables
, and shown how to calculate the probability densities ) (x f M , given by (14) , and
) (x f A , given by (44) . In addition, we have provided results for the integer moments k M , given by (25) , and 
Rearranging the order of integration gives,
whereupon expanding the inner integrand as a power series in u , integrating term by term and then using the result (24) one finally obtains, 
where the summation may be evaluated through the use of partial fractions and the fact that 2 log / ) 1 (
. This agrees with (A5) and through comparison provides an interesting identity;
In a similar vein, setting 0   in (A1) one has,
This result can also be derived directly from (2) . Comparison of (A11) and ( This result is known via alternative means, see e.g. [48] , but other results obtainable from (A12) for larger or even non-rational values of  are likely to be new.
Appendix B: Derivation of an Airy function identity
We wish to establish the identity, 
